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Abstract. BigPanDA monitoring is a web application that provides various processing
and representation of the Production and Distributed Analysis (PanDA) system objects
states. Analysing hundreds of millions of computation entities, such as an event or a
job, BigPanDA monitoring builds different scales and levels of abstraction reports in
real time mode. Provided information allows users to drill down into the reason of a
concrete event failure or observe the broad picture such as tracking the computation
nucleus and satellites performance or the progress of a whole production campaign.
PanDA system was originally developed for the ATLAS experiment. Currently, it
manages execution of more than 2 million jobs distributed over 170 computing centers
worldwide on daily basis. BigPanDA is its core component commissioned in the
middle of 2014 and now is the primary source of information for ATLAS users about
the state of their computations and the source of decision support information for
shifters, operators and managers. In this work, we describe the evolution of the
architecture, current status and plans for the development of the BigPanDA
monitoring.
1. Introduction
The ATLAS experiment [1] uses the PanDA [2] (Production and Data Analysis) Workload
Management System for managing workflows for all data and Monte Carlo processing on over 170
WLCG [3] data centers and opportunistically used resources such as commercial clouds,
supercomputers, volunteer machines. As of the middle of 2017, it manages executing of 2M jobs daily
and run 300k simultaneous jobs.
To perform monitoring and effectively debug described computation payload a dedicated Web
application was developed. The BigPanDA monitoring produces a set of aggregated reports,
dashboards and representations of entities manipulated by the PanDA Workload Management system.
There are four functional roles distinguished among the BigPanDA monitoring users: physicists,
production managers, shifters and developers. Despite there being some common requirements all
groups focus on different views provided by the system. For example, production managers need to
have high-level aggregates which report the progress of particular payloads while developers should

have an access to job logs to trace possible issues. All of this information is accessible in the
BigPanDA monitoring in real-time mode along with two years’ history of job execution.
While the development of the monitoring system is primarily driven by the ATLAS requirements,
other experiments, for example, COMPASS [4], also utilize their instances of BigPanDA to monitor
custom computations.
2. Architecture
Basically, two mutually exclusive requirements defined the BigPanDA architecture: the system should
work as a Web application analyzing data in a real-time mode and on the other hand it is expected to
perform some accounting with aggregates of historical data. To find an appropriate balance between
them the following approach was applied:
 Hotspots in Python source code were identified and these code fragments were
reimplemented in PL/SQL in order to improve the processing-over-data performance.
 Web pages containing few independent data sources were separated into asynchronous
fragments loaded into a web page by AJAX [5] or AngularJS [6] libraries.
 The system contains many SQL queries which involve large amounts of data in the
processing algorithm and therefore they could not be executed in real-time mode. To cover
such cases, we developed a proactive caching approach which is described later.
The general architecture diagram is presented in figure 1.

Figure 1. BigPanDA system architecture diagram
The Load Balancer (LB) distributes incoming traffic across the Apache Server instances which
handle user requests. Currently, we are using the Nginx HTTP server [7] for this purpose.
Continuous development following the growing community needs requires the efficient utilization
of frameworks. We are using Django [8] as a basic framework for BigPanDA monitoring because of
its versatility, flexibility, and number of ready to use components. The dynamic data load provided by
AJAX and AngularJS and Web page design is based on ZURB Foundation [9] components.
BigPanDA collects data from following sources as shown in Figure 1:

ElasticSearch [10] instance providing access to parsed and indexed log records of PanDA
server [11], JEDI [12] and Pilot [13].
 Rucio [14] provides access to log files for individual jobs from the distributed file storage
to BigPanDA web servers which make the files accessible via ordinary URLs.
 CERN dashboard [15] service provides summary plots incorporated into the main page of
the BigPanDA monitoring.
 Oracle DB [16] used by PanDA to keep all transactions is the main sources of data for
BigPanDA monitor. Thanks to the Django DB Middleware [17] BigPanDA also supports
MySQL [18] backend for installations beyond ATLAS.
As it was mentioned above a cache system is actively utilized in the monitoring. It has two
principal purposes:
 To reduce the extra load on the Django part of the BigPanDA application and to the
database. When a user requests particular information the response from the monitoring
system is kept in the Redis cache [19] for 20 minutes and can be reused for the same
requests in the future.
 Another advantage of data caching is the proactive preparation of aggregated data in order
to reduce the waiting time and rise up the system’s responsiveness. Some views require to
process large volumes of data and these requests cannot be completed within a few
seconds. For example, searching for jobs using a wildcard filter pattern may require
processing almost 900 million database rows. To make such aggregates always available
for display, a special crawler passes through a dynamically generated list of views with
different filter conditions and then stores the outputs in the Redis cache.
As of the middle of 2017 BigPanDA monitoring servers receive 20k requests daily, with 35% of
them conimg from automatic scripts or other third-party systems developed by users. Such custom
applications can interact with the monitoring system using the JSON data format.


3. User-oriented content
BigPanDA monitoring generates around 70 different views providing information for the specific user
roles described above. The distribution of requests for the most demanded views is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Distribution of the most frequently accessed views

The most important objects managed by the PanDA workload system are presented in the
BigPanDA monitoring in two forms – as an individual (e.g. job, task, site) and as a part of a summary
(e.g. jobs, tasks, sites). The second representation provides aggregates for key indicators in a compact
form such as computation accounting, payload distribution over sites, or its internal structure etc. We
will describe some of the most frequently accessed views below.
3.1. Jobs view
The jobs view provides three summaries on the top level: Job attribute summary, Overall error
summary and Job list. In the first view the 26 most informative jobs attributes are aggregated by
values and are available for the following drilling-down. Overall error summary accounts the errors
codes of selected jobs and also provides some textual description of them. The Job list is the table
containing a subset of selected jobs. There are several different filters available for this view: jobs
modification time, assigned computing site, the name of the user who submitted the job, simulation
software version, etc.
3.2. Tasks view
The tasks view has a similar structure as the one described above with the only difference being that
the aggregated objects are the tasks.
3.3. User view
This view is the starting point used by most of ATLAS physicists to monitor execution of custom
payloads. It contains tasks and jobs summaries filtered by a particular user, as well as the totals of the
CPU time consumed. A recommender system is also integrated into this view. It analyses prior visits
of BigPanDA monitoring and suggests links to views and objects that can probably be the focus of the
user’s attention.
3.4. Failures analysis
BigPanDA monitoring has advanced capabilities for error analysis. There are four basic inputs
processed by the system: individual job logs, DB records, PanDA server logs and other infrastructure
software logs. The last one produces nearly 400 GB of records daily. In order to manage and aggregate
this data flow in an efficient way a special setup based on ELK stack [20] was developed [21].
BigPanDA Monitoring also has a special querying interface that allows one to compose custom
requests to Kibana and deliver a response to the corresponding views.
4. Conclusion
BigPanDA monitoring is a Web application developed to cover the various information needs of
PanDA users such as access to large scope analytics dashboards, jobs and tasks summaries, results of
logs processing, and payload objects state. To provide a smooth user experience of working with
BigPanDA, a different acceleration of the following approaches has been introduced: proactive
caching, processing-over-data and dynamic data loading. The described system serves not only human
requests, but is also used as a data processing engine with almost 7,000 JSON requests per day. The
future plans for BigPanDA monitoring include further acceleration of processing speed, following the
growing needs of the users and a deeper content personalization.
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